Abstract

23
A recent hypothesis postulated that paleoclimate changes to the Southern Hemisphere westerlies 24 were characterized by the modulation of the wintertime South Pacific Split Jet. We explore this 25 hypothesis further through simulating changes to the ocean circulation from Split Jet modulation, 26 contrasting them against changes associated with the wintertime Southern Annular Mode (SAM). to distinguish SAM-like changes from Split Jet-like changes in paleoceanographic records, and 40 we discuss the case of early deglacial transition to Heinrich 1.
41
Index terms: 1635 Oceans, 4901 Abrupt/rapid climate change, 4912 Biogeochemical cycles,
1.
Introduction 46 Changes to the southern hemisphere westerlies and their resulting impact on the ocean 47 circulation feature prominently in current conceptualization and debates on paleoclimate 48 changes. The pioneering studies are attributed to Toggweiler [Toggweiler and Samuels, 1998 ], 49 who showed that in the limit of no vertical mixing, a large-scale ocean overturning circulation 
64
In a recent study [Chiang et al., 2014] , we auditioned another type of change for southern 65 hemisphere westerly changes in paleoclimate: the modulation of the South Pacific Split Jet. The most intriguing implication of the hypothesis is the change to the wind stress over 100 the ocean and potential ramifications for ocean circulation; this is the focus of this paper. As 2014, and also Figure 2b ). This is a remarkable change to the wind stress pattern, with strong 105 implications for the wind-driven ocean circulation in the South Pacific and in particular the 106 subtropical gyre.
107
The goal of this study is to explore the consequences of a weakened Split Jet to the The first 3 modes are significant (using the 'Rule N' test [Preisendorfer, 1988] of ocean physics and biogeochemistry, but a driver of the latter at the same time. there will be some leakage of oceanic carbon as both ventilation and export production becomes 428 stronger.
429
The second process that prevents vented carbon from accumulating in the atmosphere is adjustments could also explain some of the paleoproxy changes discussed in section 6.
658
Contrasting the direct effect of AMOC changes on Southern Ocean circulation with those of the 659 southern hemisphere westerly changes will be the focus of a future study. 
